# Interferometers Unit

## Michelson Interferometer | IFS2-MI-25

![Michelson Interferometer](image1)

**Product Name** | **Part Number** | **Quantity** | **Optical Axis Height [mm]**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Laser Components | IFC2-L | 1 | 171
Spatial Filter Component | IFC2-SF | 1 | 165
Collimator Lens Component | IFC2-CL | 1 | 160
Mirror Component | IFC2-M | 2 | 173
Beam splitter Component | IFC2-BS | 1 | 178
Screen Component | IFC2-SC | 1 | 222.5

- Clear aperture is φ25mm

## Mach-Zehnder Interferometer | IFS2-MZ-25
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**Product Name** | **Part Number** | **Quantity** | **Optical Axis Height [mm]**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Laser Components | IFC2-L | 1 | 171
Spatial Filter Component | IFC2-SF | 1 | 165
Collimator Lens Component | IFC2-CL | 1 | 160
Mirror Component | IFC2-M | 2 | 173
Beam splitter Component | IFC2-BS | 2 | 178
Screen Component | IFC2-SC | 1 | 222.5

- Clear aperture is φ25mm

## Fizeau Interferometer | IFS2-FZ-25
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**Product Name** | **Part Number** | **Quantity** | **Optical Axis Height [mm]**
--- | --- | --- | ---
Laser Components | IFC2-L | 1 | 171
Spatial Filter Component | IFC2-SF | 1 | 165
Collimator Lens Component | IFC2-CL | 2 | 160
Mirror Component | IFC2-M | 1 | 173
Beam splitter Component | IFC2-BS | 2 | 178
Screen Component | IFC2-SC | 1 | 222.5

- Clear aperture is φ25mm